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Version 0.9.4 of DivConq MFT is a “concept” release to highlight some of the 
plans we have. Not all the concepts are fully developed or fully tested, this is Beta 
quality, as will be all 0.9.N releases. 
 
With 0.9.4 comes: 
 
•  File Task (script) triggered on successful upload 
•  File Task (script) scheduler 
•  File Task (script) triggered by file system events (Windows, Linux and OS X) 
 
At the heart is dcScript, the scripting language of DivConq. 



It is the “glue” that brings various file (and related) operations together to support 
a specific business goal. 
 
It is not optimized for scientific number crunching, but is fast enough for file 
transfer tasks. 
 
Scripts are meant to be small, calling supporting Java classes. Java does the 
work, Scripts declare the intent behind the work. 
 
XML is an ideal grammar for declaring intent, dcScripts are written in XML. 
 
dcScript is designed so that each instruction may be executed asynchronously. 
This is essential to DivConq because our threading model is optimized around all 
operations being async. Fortunately dcScript takes the complexity out of async 
programming, see next slide... 



What does it mean that dcScript takes the complexity out of async programming? 
Review this example: 

<dcScript>	  
<Main>	  

	  <Console>Before	  Sleep</Console>	  
	  	  
	  <Sleep	  Seconds="3"	  />	  
	  	  
	  <Console>After	  Sleep</Console>	  

</Main>	  
</dcScript>	  

The Sleep instruction, like many other instructions in dcScript, supports async 
operations. So when this code is run the “Before” message appears and three 
seconds later the “After” message appears. However, the thread does not 
block, rather it does other work while the script does nothing for three seconds. 
 
There is no need for a Callback, a Future or an Await, dcScript picks up right after 
sleep automatically as if this were sync code – but it is not. 



dcScript benefits DivConq by complementing our threading model. How does it 
benefit you? 
 
Number one reason is it puts complex file operations at your finger tips. For 
example, lets say you have a file operation requirement: 
 
•  Starting with a folder of files in /Work/Temp/Source/karabiner 
•  You need to tar those files into a tar ball 
•  Then gzip the tar ball 
•  Then PGP Encrypt the gzip tar ball 
•  Then split that encrypted file into 512MB chunks, named karabiner_N.tgz.gpg 

where N is the number sequence and then store those split files in /Work/
Temp/Dest/karabiner 



This is it.  Source and Dest folder. Then a list of operations, which automatically 
form a chain – Tar, Gzip, PGPEncrypt, Split. 

<dcScript>	  
<Main>	  
	  	  	  	  <LocalFolder	  Name="fh0"	  Path="/Work/Temp/Source/karabiner"	  />	  
	  	  	  	  <LocalFolder	  Name="fh2"	  Path="/Work/Temp/Dest/karabiner"	  />	  

	  	  
	  	  	  	  <FileOps>	  

	  <Tar	  Source="$fh0"	  />	  
	  <Gzip	  />	  
	  <PGPEncrypt	  Keyring="/Work/Keys/pubring.gpg"	  />	  
	  <Split	  Dest="$fh2"	  Size="512MB"	  Template="karabiner_%seq%.tgz.gpg"	  />	  

	  	  	  	  </FileOps>	  
</Main>	  
</dcScript>	  

Not only is this easy to write and easy to understand, these operations have all 
been optimized for you. How? Through in-memory streaming… 
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Typically these operations would require 4 separate reads and writes to disk, 
disk (even SSD) however is very slow compared to memory. This is particularly 

true when attempting to scale your server.  What if you had 4 threads 
processing files? Then you’d need to read/write 16 files. Overall performance 
goes down. With streaming you reduce the disk access considerably saving 

your server I/O for use with scaling. And maybe reducing IaaS costs too, when 
using a service such as Amazon EC2 – I/O Ops can be expensive. 
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How does Copy normally work in Java? Your code (blue) reads a single buffer of 
data from the disk – probably around 32KB. Then the code writes the buffer to 
the new file on disk. This loop is repeated until there is no more data to read. 
 
DivConq streaming expands on this principle. 
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DivConq Streams only start when you supply a Destination.  Op4 is the target of 
the Destination, so work begins at Op4. 
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The file is read just a any normal file read would in Java. 
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The buffer is written to a file after the final transformation. 
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Op 4 requests more content. Repeat until Op 1 reaches end of source file.   
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Transformations sometimes require more data than a single buffer may hold. In 
these cases the Op may issue a request for content up stream before sending 
the transformed buffer down stream. Any Op may issue any number of upstream 
requests before passing data downstream. 
 
Any Op may issue any number of async commands before pulling from up 
stream or pushing to down stream.  Yet the stream starts right where it left off 
after the async request returns. 
 
Data sources may be read or written with async operations, without interrupting 
the stream’s normal operation. 
 
Streams are stack safe – you will not experience Stack Overflow using DivConq 
streams. 
 
Streams are automatically throttled, no single stream will overload your CPU. 
 
Streams are fast, only slightly slower than a normal Java file copy. 
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support many protocols for 

source and destination. 
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Mix and match source and 
destination – for example pull from 

SFTP and write to S3. 
 

No need to write to local disk at all. 



Streaming is a powerful feature.  dcScript makes it easy to use this feature as 
well as other File Task operations such a file selection, file filtering and file 
ordering. And of course it will support the basics such as moving files, deleting 
files, renaming files, transforming file formats, manipulating zip files, joining files, 
hashing files, and verifying OpenPGP signatures. 
 
dcScript will offer significant support for reading and writing text files (line by line) 
right in script.  We will also add support for other common formats such as XML, 
JSON, Excel and CSV. 
 
We will continue to optimize dcScript’s operations so that you get the best 
possible performance without worrying about tuning.  dcScript brings worry free: 
 
•  Threading 
•  Streaming 
•  Optimizations 



dcScript offers a full set of scripting instructions: 
 
•  For, While, Until Loops 
•  If/Else Conditions 
•  Select/Case  
•  Function Calls 
•  Function Libraries 

However, this does not mean that dcScript should be used to write big programs. It 
is a glue language and designed for simplicity. You will be able to (future) create 
extensions to dcScript in Java or Groovy – use these extensions to do heavy work 
and use dcScript to glue the pieces together. 
 
Also note that the following introduction is not intended to teach computer 
programming. You should already have experience with JavaScript or similar 
language and be familiar with variables, for loops, as well as if and else conditions. 



Many feature of dcScript are ready for you to try. Be sure to get the DivConq 0.9.4 
demo release: https://github.com/Gadreel/divconq/wiki/Getting Started 
 
Running the dcScript demos is best done with a GUI so please do this in an OS 
with a GUI environment such as Windows, OS X or a GUI Linux desktop…not in 
headless Amazon Linux (or similar) 
 
You may try dcScript within either dcFileServer or dcFileTasks. Run your server in 
Foreground mode as detailed in the instructions.  Select option 100 (“dcScript GUI 
Debugger”). 
 
In the GUI window that appears select File and Open. Navigate to “packages/
dcTest/dcs/examples/01-variables.dcs.xml”. 
 
 



You now have a script that looks like this only with more comments in it. 

<dcScript	  Title="Variable	  Basics">	  
<Main>	  

	  <Var	  Name="bottles"	  Type="Integer"	  SetTo="99"	  />	  
	  

	  <Console>bottles	  =	  {$bottles}</Console>	  
	  

	  <With	  Target="$bottles">	  
	   	  <Inc	  />	  
	  </With>	  
	  	  
	  <Console>$bottles</Console>	  
	  	  
	  ...	  

Use the double arrow button (first button) to the right to step into the script. Step 
until you get to the first Console instruction. Notice that the line of the script you 
are about to execute is highlighted.  Select <Main> in the box labeled Stack. Note 
now that you can see the values for all the variables in the Main scope.  Step 
some more and as you do notice the values change for the variables. 



There are 10 example scripts available for you to learn the basics of dcScript. Use 
the GUI debugger and read the comments to learn our scripting engine. 
 
Follow the instructions for the dcFileTasks demo (Test Tasks) at: 
https://github.com/Gadreel/divconq/wiki/Getting-Started-Config#config-for-tasks to 
see scripts integrated into the server’s features. Review also the scripts at 
packages/dcTest/dcs/test/06-scheduler.dcs.xml and packages/dcTest/dcs/test/07-
watch-file.dcs.xml  
 
Try creating your own script that runs on a schedule or when a file is modified.  
See notes in the wiki link above about where to add your scripts. 
 



<LocalFolder	  Name="fs1"	  Path="c:/temp/test"	  />	  
<LocalFolder	  Name="fs3"	  Path="c:/temp/testtar"	  />	  

	  	  
<FileOps>	  

	  <Tar	  Source="$fs1"	  NameHint="test-‐files-‐ball"	  />	  
	  <Gzip	  Dest="$fs3"	  />	  

<FileOps>	  
	  

Give streams a try with something like the above – take a source folder and Tar 
and the Gzip it to a new destination. 
 
Reverse it with Ungzip and Untar operations. 
 
Try an encrypt like this file op: 
<PGPEncrypt	  Source="$fh0"	  Dest="$fh1"	  Keyring="/Users/Owner/.gnupg/pubring.gpg"	  />	  
 
And maybe try a Tar and an PGPEncrypt. PGPDecrypt is not supported yet, but 
there is still enough to play with. dcScript and DivConq are off to a promising 
start. 


